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From the Show
 

The Taboo Naughty but Nice Show is celebrating 12 years in Red Deer!
 
While views on what is considered ‘Taboo’ may have changed in the last 12 
years. One thing hasn’t changed; that is our dedication to be the innovative force 
in acceptation and appreciation for all facets of love, romance, self-improvement 
and sexuality.
 
Our promise to you: Taboo is a safe environment where you are invited 
to be educated by our sexperts, entertained by our performers, 
intrigued by demonstrations, and wowed by 
our selection of products & services 
available at Show.
 
We thank you for your 
continued support!
 

Canada’s Newest Adult Romance Home Party Company

Company paid hostess rewards

30% starting commissionCash Bonuses

Consultant Rewards Earn up to 45% commission

Downline overrides

Product/knowledge

Personal website

Prizes
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has been performing across Canada for over 25 years as a female 
impersonator, his comic stylings and wit leave you laughing in the aisles.
has been performing across Canada for over 25 years as a female 
impersonator, his comic stylings and wit leave you laughing in the aisles.



main stage schedule
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FRIDAY
6:00 PM
Welcome to Taboo with Terri Stevens

7:00 PM
Chair Tease 
Dance Performance Team

8:00 PM
Body Heat All Male Revue

9:00 PM
Aerial & Floor Acrobatics 
by The Forum

10:00 PM
Miss Bum Bum North America 
Contest: Red Deer Semifinals

11:00 PM
Body Heat All Male Revue

SATURDAY
2:00 PM
Welcome to Taboo with Terri Stevens

3:00 PM
Twisted Divas

4:00 PM
Body Heat All Male Revue

5:00 PM
Chair Tease 
Dance Performance Team

6:00 PM
The Terri Stevens Show: 
Games, Prizes and a little Drag

SATURDAY  
7:00 PM
Twisted Divas

8:00 PM
Chair Tease 
Dance Performance Team

9:00 PM
The Terri Stevens Show: 
Games, Prizes and a little Drag

10:00 PM
Miss Bum Bum North America 
Contest: Red Deer Finals

11:00 PM
Body Heat All Male Revue

SUNDAY
1:00 PM
Welcome to Taboo with Terri Stevens

2:00 PM
Aerial & Floor Acrobatics 
by The Forum

3:00 PM
Chair Tease 
Dance Performance Team

4:00 PM
Body Heat All Male Revue
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seminar schedule
FRIDAY
7:30 PM
Erotica: Naked Girls Reading
9:30 PM
Erotica: Naked Girls Reading

SATURDAY
2:30 PM
Pleasing the Pussy: Tips to Drive Her 
Wild with The Traveling Tickle Trunk
4:30 PM
Pleasing the Penis: Tips to Drive Him 
Wild with The Traveling Tickle Trunk
6:30 PM
Pleasing the Pussy: Tips to Drive Her 
Wild with The Traveling Tickle Trunk
7:30 PM
Erotica: Naked Girls Reading
8:30 PM
Pleasing the Penis: Tips to Drive Him 
Wild with The Traveling Tickle Trunk
9:30 PM
Erotica: Naked Girls Reading

SUNDAY
1:30 PM
Pleasing the Penis: Tips to Drive Him 
Wild with The Traveling Tickle Trunk
2:30 PM
Erotica: Naked Girls Reading
3:30 PM
Pleasing the Pussy: Tips to Drive Her 
Wild with The Traveling Tickle Trunk
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floor plan & exhibitors
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710 Shattered 214

A Limo & Sedan Service 7-10

Abracadabra Distribution Inc. 311

Ace Angels Body Painting 22/21

AK Traders 404 Block

Assure Health 216

Bliss 201/203

Body Heat 232/325

BodyMods 515, 517, 616

Brass Edge Pin-Up Photography 115/117

Chair Tease Dance 38/39

Dirt Road Music 113

E-Sensuals 204/206

European Lingerie 620 Block

Henna Art 513

Igniting Passion 604/608

Inhale Oxygen 321

International Paintball Group 600

Koi Ink Tattoos 316

Lipsense by SeneGence 205/207

Little Shop of Pleasures 310 Block

Love Shop 37A Block

Lozman 400-402 & 221/223

Mia’s Secret 5/6

Miss Bum Bum North America Contest 23/24

Naked Girls Reading 215/217

Native Seed Co. 301

Naughty Soap Company 614

NoMoreWetSpot 306

Orange Theory Fitness 610

Original Energy Sales 20, 210/212, 111

Pink Zebra 107

Pixie Glassworks 3/4

Pure Romance 101

Ravencrest Manor Dungeon

Red Deer Doula Association 225

Salty Dog Beard Company 200

Scentsy 303

Secret Desires Intimates 414 Block

Sex Is Fun 511

She Does Create 105

Slimlooking 505/507

Solar Zano Spa 503

Some Moroccan 314

Sparkles 501

Star Creations 410/412

Stopbully 313

Sweet 300/304

The Traveling Tickle Trunk 320/322

You N Me 420-422

thank you to our sponsors
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Vacation sex is just about as hot as it gets. While not everyone 
has the time or budget to take off to an oceanfront retreat, a 
weekend escape can work wonders for your love life.

Research suggests that an escape with your lover not only 
impacts your short-term sex life, but it can help to reignite the 
flame of passion. By slipping away from your regular routine 
and reducing the practical restrictions that inhibit your sex life, 
your inhibitions naturally subside leading to exciting and novel 
experiences and a boost in passion. 

Even a few days can be enough to rekindle the romance in 
your relationship, so check out these suggestions to make 
your weekend getaway a very sexy one.

Make the Car Ride Sexy

Forgo the deep fried drive-thru grub and pack light, but tasty 
finger foods that you can feed to your lover while en route. 
Crackers and cheese, celery, grapes, berries and almonds 
(which just happen to have aphrodisiacal qualities) are great 
options and will leave you feeling satiated, but not stuffed.

There is no need to feel pressure to “perform” while in the 
car, but some gentle affection will set the tone for a playful 
weekend of connectedness. If you’re the passenger, brush 
your hands against your lover’s thighs or give them a short 
neck massage to make the ride just a little more comfortable. 
Make a playlist that includes both of your favourite tunes and 
be sure to include a few that recall memories of your early 
romance. 

Pack Wine!

Share a toast as soon as you arrive and take solace in the fact 
that a moderate amount of wine (a glass — not a bottle) is 
connected to greater sexual satisfaction for women. If you’re 
not a drinker, you can always grab a bottle of non-alcoholic 
sparkling cider to set the mood.

Buy New Undies

Planning a getaway is almost as exciting as the actual trip, as 
anticipation is a powerful aphrodisiac — both in and out of 
the bedroom. In fact, studies suggest that the planning phase 
can have an even longer lasting impact on happiness levels 
than the vacation itself. To get yourselves revved up for your 
weekend escape, go shopping together and then split up to 
pick out something new that you’ll wear/showcase while 
you’re away.  
Consider a new pair of panties/boxer briefs, lingerie, cologne 
or even chocolate body paint. You have the option to buy 
something for yourself or for your partner, but just be sure 
to clarify this in advance and leave the “big reveal” for your 
weekend away.

Rent Something Saucy

Whether you opt for a selection from the hotel’s adult-only list 
or plan ahead and rent a film made just for couples, watching 
an erotic movie is sure to set the tone for a few giggles and 
playful affection.

Harken Back to the Good Old Days

At some point during your sexy weekend away, try to 
incorporate a sight, sound, taste or activity that evokes 
memories of your early days together. Depending on your 
history, this might include a visit to a park, a specific martini 
at the lobby bar, a couple of cheap beers, a fast-food run or 
even watching an old movie. Recalling the thoughts, feelings 
and sensations of your romance in its infancy can help to 
reestablish connection, intimacy and passion.

Follow the 50/50 Rule

When we visit a new city or vacation spot, many of us want to 
get out and explore. Whether we sign up for a tour, hit the mall 
or go for an afternoon hike, it is easy to fill up our schedules 
to the point of exhaustion. To avoid passing out as soon as 
you hit the sheets, try to split your schedule between touristy 
explorations and relaxing activities (e.g. a yoga class, spa visit, 
hot tub date) that afford you some quality time with your lover.
Remember that just because the weekend is intended 
to be sexy, doesn’t mean that everything needs to lead 
to sex in a traditional sense. Carving out time to be close, 
affectionate and intimate can reset the tone of your 
relationship independent of sex itself.
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Sex playlists—we’ve all got ‘em. Whether you prefer to 
get down and dirty to Drake and RiRi, turn up the heat 
with some soulful Sam Smith, or get it on with John 
Legend (if only...),  having a sex soundtrack can totally 
set the mood or up the ante on date night

1. SEX WITH ME, RIHANNA
2. THINKING OUT LOUD, ED SHEERAN
3. BIRTHDAY SEX, JEREMIH
4. CLOSER, THE CHAINSMOKERS
5. RIDE, SOMO
6. EARNED IT (FIFTY SHADES OF GREY), THE WEEKND
7. ALL OF ME, JOHN LEGEND
8. SLOW MOTION, TREY SONGZ
9. STAY WITH ME, SAM SMITH
10. PONY, GINUWINE
11. I WON’T GIVE UP, JASON MRAZ
12. DIE A HAPPY MAN, THOMAS RHETT
13. OFTEN, THE WEEKND
14. BIRTHDAY CAKE, RIHANNA
15. SEX, CHEAT CODES Credit: Women’s Health Magazine

ON 

STAGE!
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5. Tag a team mate 
Sex toys are your team mates, not your competitors! 
Bodies don’t buzz, but vibes sure do. Throwing 
a vibrator, nipple clamps, butt plugs, or any other 
variety of toy into the mix can make oral sex, and 
sex in general, more fun.

6. Move around
When it comes to giving or receiving oral sex, there 
are loads of different positions you can find yourself 
in. These can allow for different kinds of stimulation 
by making different parts of the body more 
accessible. For example, approaching a penis so the 
curve is angling into your throat can make blow jobs 
easier. And different positions can make everything 
more comfy too. Having your partner sit on the 
edge of the bed and you kneeling in front of them 
can really ease neck pain. Lastly, different positions 
can create some fun and consensual power play! If 
you want to feel more dominant when receiving oral 
sex, you can always climb on top of someone and 
consensually sit on their face.

7. The wetter the better
Nothing is more true than this. Rubbing a penis with 
dry hands? Yuck. Licking a clitoris with a dry tongue? 
No thanks. Grab a bottle of lube to have on hand 
(pun intended). Water-based lubes can taste yummy 
and add some tingling or warming stimulation. 
Silicone-based lubes can keep things slick for hours 
at a time. Figuring out what lube suits your love life 
is some pretty fun trial and error homework.

Going Down 

 Seven Tips for Oral Loving
by Kaleigh Trace, Sex Educator & Author

1. Talk to me, baby 
If I had a guaranteed sex move that was sure to 
turn everyone’s crank, I’d be a) a millionaire, and 
b) a very satisfied woman. But the truth is, no sex 
move is sure to work for every single person. So the 
very best thing you can do is to communicate with 
your partner. Talk dirty! Ask them what they like and 
what feels good. Tell them exactly what you want to 
do to their body and see how they respond. It’s the 
surest bet to the best time.

2. Rhythm is a dancer
Think about the head you like getting – is it all 
over the map, with tongues and hands and fingers 
moving one way and then another, with wild and 
unpredictable abandon? Well, now that I wrote it out 
that does sound kind of fun. But, typically,  sticking 
to some kind of rhythm is a good idea. Many people 
like to be able to relax and settle into a sweet and 
repetitive motion. When it seems like your lover likes 
what you are doing, stick with that for a while.

3. Body Talk
Body Talk is an excellent album by Robyn that I 
recommend you listen to. I also recommend you 
listen to your lover’s body! Paying attention to body 
language is a great way of noting if someone is into 
what your doing. Is your partner leaning into you 
or pulling away? Are they moaning with pleasure? 
Are they breathing hot and heavy, or are they 
totally quiet? Non-verbal cues such as these can be 
revealing when your mouth is full!

4. Make a commitment
No, I’m not talking about marriage here. I’m talking 
about time! Many people need a certain amount 
of stimulation in order to climax. But unfortunately, 
there seems to be a myth that you can put 
someone’s junk in your mouth for two seconds 
and bam – orgasm!! Usually that’s not the case. 
Most women need at least 20 minutes of tongue to 
clitoris action to get there. So when you’re getting 
low, try and get yourself into a comfortable position 
and get ready to hang out for awhile.






